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As an alternative, battery energy storage systems (BESS) based on lithium-ion based batteries could be used. System flexibility needs due to 450GW of renewable energy could be met by 50GW of 4-hour ...
Deploying batteries at scale in power sector: A case for battery targets complemented with DISCOM-controlled dispatch
NTPC Group companies have achieved over 100 Billion Units (BU) of cumulative generation in the current financial year at a much faster rate than last year.
NTPC achieves faster cumulative generation in FY22 so far than last year
The official groundbreaking ceremony in Wunsiedel marked the start of construction of a hydrogen generation plant with a capacity of 8.75 megawatts. The facility will produce up to 1,350 tons of ...
Siemens to Build Hydrogen Generation Plants in Wunsiedel
NTPC Group companies have achieved over 100 Billion Units (BU) of cumulative generation in the current financial year at a much faster rate than last year. Last year the group generation had crossed ...
NTPC Achieves Over 100 Billion Units Of Cumulative Generation In FY22 At A Faster Rate Than Last Year
Power engineers and employees will boycott work for a day on 10 August to protest against the proposed Electricity (Amendment) Bill 2021, All India Power Engineers Federation (AIP ...
Explained: Woes Of Indian Power Sector As Employees Decide To Strike On 10 August Against Electricity Amendment Bill
Webster Financial (WBS) is expected to deliver a year-over-year increase in earnings on higher revenues when it reports results for the quarter ended June 2021. This widely-known consensus outlook ...
Webster Financial (WBS) Earnings Expected to Grow: What to Know Ahead of Next Week's Release
Continental Announces Key Milestones in the Industrialization of AEye’s Reference Technology for Mass Production in AutomotiveSanmina to Begin Production of AEye’s 4Sight Sensor in September for ...
AEye Accelerates Rollout of Its Business Model Across Automotive and Industrial Markets
W SFS Financial (WSFS) is expected to deliver a year-over-year increase in earnings on lower revenues when it reports results for the quarter ended June 2021. This widely-known consensus outlook gives ...
WSFS Financial (WSFS) Reports Next Week: Wall Street Expects Earnings Growth
Alegeus, the market leader in consumer funding technology, selected CAPTRUST Financial Advisors (CAPTRUST) as the registered investment advisor (RIA) ...
Alegeus Partners with CAPTRUST to Power Modern HSA Investment Solution
LOS ANGELES, July 15, 2021 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Convoso, developer and provider of contact center software solutions, announced the appointment this week of Edward Chung as Chief Financial ... lead ...
New Chief Financial Officer Joins Convoso Leadership Team
It offers different types of energy modelling ... different electricity generation technologies. This tool is particularly useful for comparative analyses of fossil, nuclear and renewable electricity ...
Energy modelling tools
ASHINGTON - Texas state senators tentatively signaled their support for plans to redesign the state's power market to raise power prices and encourage power companies to take steps to avoid a repeat ...
Texas Senate signals support for drastic power market reforms spurred by freeze
Plug Power is poised for significant growth with increasing global demand for hydrogen solutions. Find out where PLUG stock will be in 5 years.
Where Will Plug Power Be In 5 Years? Global And Profitable
Thomas Kun Zhang, general manager, GCL System Integration: For better financial status and in the interest of the entire group, GCL had to change its heavy asset business model to a much ...
Interview: GCL to focus on hydrogen, solar EPC projects as it leaves IPP model behind
Palm Beach, FL - – The sun rises every day, and every day so does the global solar power market. Its time has come. Solar power is the cleanest and most plentiful renewable energy source present on ...
Global Solar Power Market Expected to Exceed $290 Billion In 2028 As Demand Explodes - MarketWatch
In the world of AI and machine learning, we are quickly learning that data and models can often obscure the hard truths of a person’s lived experience. This is particularly true if the models are ...
Unleashing The Power Of A Diverse Team To Build More Ethical AI Technologies
That’s because carbon-neutrality commitments, technological advances, and improved cost incentives are accelerating a broad expansion of renewable power generation. Coal, gas and even nuclear ...
The future of power is transcontinental, submarine supergrids
Green Stream Holdings Inc. (OTC PINK: GSFI) (“the Company”) ( an emerging leader in the solar utility and finance space, which has recently announced projects in the rapidly growing urban gardening ...
Green Stream Holdings, Inc., Signs Initial Host Site For Community Solar Program; 25 Year Model ...
the seventh-generation S that’s complemented by an electric version under the EQS nameplate. Alas, the Hyundai-owned Genesis brand will continue to play second fiddle to the German competition with ...
2022 Genesis G90 Rendered With G-Matrix Quad Headlamps, Won’t Feature V8 Power
Sportster® S model is an all-new sport custom motorcycle designed to deliver a thrilling riding experience and ushers in a new era of Sportster performance. A 121-horsepower Revolution® Max 1250T ...
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